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Who I am
With over 9 years of experience as a software developer and application (security) architect, Nathan Aw is a firm believer-practitioner of zero trust
and advocate of secure coding practices. His passion is in designing, building and rolling out asynchronous, polyglot-based microservices that
are both zero-trust, performant which can securely run anywhere (multi-cloud and/or on-premise) that scale without limits.
Through hands-on setup of a Secure Software Factory (SSF), he understands the importance of setting up a first-class secure software factory
that is able to industralise “shift left” practises that translates to quicker delivery of trusted and secure digital services to its customers.
Other Nathan's interests include emerging technology frameworks such as WebAssembly and frontier technologies such as quantum computing
and its impact on cybersecurity, security in and for metaverse and securing 5G Cloud Infrastructures.
More on Nathan Aw can be found at https://nathanawmk.github.io/ / https://sg.linkedin.com/in/awnathan
Previous OWASP Presentations:
●
●
●
●
●

https://owasp.org/www-chapter-singapore/assets/presos/Securing_your_APIs_-_OWASP_API_Top_10_2019,_Real-life_Case.pdf
https://owasp.org/www-chapter-singapore/assets/presos/Deconstructing_the_Solarwinds_Supply_Chain_Attack_and_Deterring_it_Honin
g_in_on_the_Golden_SAML_Attack_Technique.pdf
https://owasp.org/www-chapter-singapore/assets/presos/Microservices%20Security%2C%20Container%20Runtime%20Security%2C%20
MITRE%20ATT%26CK%C2%AE%20%20for%20Kubernetes%20(K8S)%20and%20Service%20Mesh%20for%20Security.pdf
https://github.com/OWASP/www-chapter-singapore/raw/master/assets/presos/Securing_Multi_cloud_Portable_Tier_Microservices_Applic
ations_A_live_demo_on_cloud_native_application_security_platforms.pdf;
https://owasp.org/www-chapter-singapore/assets/presos/Securing_Production_Identity_Framework_for_Everyone_(SPIFFE),_Building_E
nd_to_End_Secure_Software_Factory_and_Protecting_Cloud-Native_Supply_Chain_Helpful_Cloud-Native_Security_Checklists_and_De
mo_on_SPIFFE_and_Not.pdf
Opinions/views expressed in the talk are solely my own and do not express the views or opinions of my employer.

Recap - Last Meetup (19th Oct)
●
●
●
●

Secure Production Identity Framework for Everyone (SPIFFE)
Secure End to End Software Factory
Helpful Cloud-Native Supply Chain Security Checklist
The Notary Project Based on The Update Framework - a secure general
design for the problem of software distribution and updates

SOURCE:
https://owasp.org/www-chapter-singapore/assets/presos/Securing_Production_Identity_Framework_for_Everyone_(SPIFFE),_Buil
ding_End_to_End_Secure_Software_Factory_and_Protecting_Cloud-Native_Supply_Chain_Helpful_Cloud-Native_Security_Chec
klists_and_Demo_on_SPIFFE_and_Not.pdf

Context: Just another day for Developers (like myself!)
- Installing npm packages

“I need to deliver my
project under intense
pressure, I need “ABC”
features and I just saw this
library which is exactly
what I need. Let’s install
this in dev and deploy in
prod.”

SOURCE:
https://www.npmjs.com/package/ua-parser-js

JavaScript library to detect Browser, Engine,
OS, CPU, and Device type/model from
User-Agent data with relatively small footprint

Next Moment..: You found out that “ua-parser-js” is
hijacked by malware (1/2)

SOURCE:
https://github.com/facebook/docusaurus/issues/5769
https://github.com/faisalman/ua-parser-js/issues/536

Next Moment..: “ua-parser-js” is hijacked by malware (2/2)
a) a cryptocurrency
mining tool
b) trojan software
for Windows
stealing credentials
from browsers

SOURCE:
https://github.com/facebook/docusaurus/issues/5769
https://www.virustotal.com/gui/file/2a3acdcd76575762b18c18c644a745125f55ce121f742d2aad962521bc7f25fd/detection

Malware Discovered in Popular NPM Package, ua-parser-js
Original release date:
October 22, 2021

SOURCE:
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/current-activity/2021/10/22/malware-discovered-popular-npm-package-ua-parser-js
https://blog.sonatype.com/newly-found-npm-malware-mines-cryptocurrency-on-windows-linux-macos-devices

What happened: What we know so far and what could
have prevented this attack (“prevention”)
When

What

“On October 22, 2021 at 12:15 PM GMT, ua-parser-js's author’s npm
account was taken over by an attacker…”

“...published malicious versions of the package that installed a Monero
miner on Windows and Linux and a program to steal passwords and other
credentials on Windows. We believe macOS was not affected. The
malicious versions of ua-parser-js were 0.7.29, 0.8.0, and 1.0.0.”
“attacker behind this was able to take over someone else’s npm
account…”

SOURCE:
https://blog.sonatype.com/newly-found-npm-malware-mines-cryptocurrency-on-windows-linux-macos-devices
https://blog.expo.dev/ua-parser-js-and-malicious-npm-packages-8c13ee4141a
https://geekflare.com/nodejs-security-scanner/

Impact (1/2) - to the developer and the organisation
Impact
“I thought it was just another
day at work writing code but it
ended with cryptominers being
installed on my computer and
my passwords stolen. A day
that started like any other but
ended as no other. Now I am
behind my delivery timelines
and I have to explain to my
security department for this!”

●
●
●

●

●
●

Developer
productivity suffers
Project Delivery
timeline affected
Developer
punished/career
progression affected
Overall Organisation
Security Posture
affected
Non-Compliance
violation
Many more…

Impact (2/2) - the bigger picture
●

The real “ua-parser-js” has been downloaded almost
a billion times to date and gets over 7 million weekly
downloads.

●

Big tech companies, including Facebook, Amazon,
Microsoft, Google, Instagram, Mozilla, Elastic, Intuit,
Slack, and Reddit are just some of the names
depending on the library.

●

For example, Facebook’s “fbjs” library that itself gets
over 5 million weekly downloads on npm alone, has
“ua-parser-js” listed as a dependency.
SOURCE:
https://blog.sonatype.com/npm-project-used-by-millions-hijacked-in-supply-chain-attack ;
https://www.explainxkcd.com/wiki/index.php/2347:_Dependency

This is not the only attack recently...: On Nov 4, 5 another attack

https://github.com/faisalman/ua-parser-js/issues/536

https://github.com/dominictarr/rc/issues/131

(Oct 22, 2021)

(Nov 5, 2021)

https://github.com/veged/coa/issues/99
(Nov 4, 2021)

What’s next?
Am I currently
compromised?
Cyber Supply
Chain Attacks
are relentless.

Malware Discovered in
Popular NPM: Anatomy of
Next-Gen Supply Chain
Attacks

Points of Attack
- Supply Chain
Locations

SOURCE: https://www.mitre.org/sites/default/files/publications/supply-chain-attack-framework-14-0228.pdf

What could have prevented this attack from even
occurring in the first place? (“Prevention”)
Many of these vulnerabilities may be preventable if package repository
managers (like npmjs.org) scanned packages for vulnerabilities prior to
publishing the version. This would significantly enhance Internet security
for everyone. NPM needs to address the following security
enhancements:
●
●
●
●

Enforce 2-Factor Authentication for Package Authors
Automatically scan packages for vulnerabilities before being
released to the general public
Require GNU Privacy Guard (GPG) signing of packages in order
to publish to the general public
Automatically identify anomalous behavior (such as publishing of
package suddenly after years of being stale, publishing from IP
address that hasn't been seen before, publishing many versions
within a short timeframe)

SOURCE:
https://www.change.org/p/npm-please-secure-package-releasing

OK… Thats for
package authors. I am
just a mere user of
these open source
packages - I need
them. What can I do
to protect myself?

Some Guidelines and Best Practices for Developers
for Managing Open Source Risk
To keep the risks in check, consider the following best practices for working with open
source code:
1.

2.
3.

Download code from the project’s website or from GitHub repos that are linked
from the project’s site. This is better than pulling code from random GitHub
repositories, where there is a risk that a seemingly legitimate repo actually
contains vulnerability-ridden code
Always scan your code, no matter who wrote it or how certain you are of its origin
Use endpoint protection that is capable of detecting known crypto miners.

SOURCE: https://checkmarx.com/blog/a-developers-guide-to-managing-open-source-risks/

OWASP NPM Security best practices

8) Enable 2FA
9) Use npm author
tokens
10) Understand
module naming
conventions and
typosquatting attacks

SOURCE:
https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/NPM_Security_Cheat_Sheet.html ;
https://owasp.org/www-community/Component_Analysis

The Minimum Viable Secure Product (MVSP) Checklist

SOURCE: https://mvsp.dev/mvsp.en/index.html

Some Tools to help - NPM Audit
npm audit is a built-in security feature that scans your project for security vulnerabilities, and if
available, provides an assessment report that contains details of the identified anomalies, potential
fixes, and more.
It checks the current version of the installed packages in your project against known vulnerabilities
reported on the public npm registry. If it discovers a security issue, it reports it.
Notably, the report contains the level of severity of the identified vulnerability. The extent of severity
is determined by the impact and exploitability of the issue, particularly if it falls on the wrong hands.
The level can be any of the following (alongside their recommended actions):
●
●
●
●

Critical—resolve straightaway
High—resolve as fast as possible
Moderate—resolve as time allows
Low—resolve at your discretion

SOURCE:
https://www.whitesourcesoftware.com/free-developer-tools/blog/npm-audit/

How to run NPM Audit
How to run npm audit
Before running a security audit with npm
audit, you’ll need to ensure you have npm
v6 installed on your system.
You can upgrade by running the following
command:
npm install npm@latest –g
Whenever you install any package by
running npm install, the npm audit
command will also run automatically on the
background, and output the security audit
report.

SOURCE:
https://www.whitesourcesoftware.com/free-developer-tools/blog/npm-audit/

NPM Audit Screenshots

Python PyPI

SOURCE: https://www.theregister.com/2021/07/28/python_pypi_security/

Python security best practices cheat sheet - From
Snyk
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Always sanitize external data
Scan your code
Be careful when downloading packages
Review your dependency licenses
Do not use the system standard version of Python
Use Python’s capability for virtual environments
Set DEBUG = False in production
Be careful with string formatting
(De)serialize very cautiously
Use Python type annotations
SOURCE: https://snyk.io/blog/python-security-best-practices-cheat-sheet/

For Java: Maven Security Best Practices

SOURCE:
https://snyk.io/blog/10
-maven-security-bestpractices/

OWASP Vulnerability Checks With Maven
OWASP
Dependency-Check is a
Software Composition
Analysis (SCA) tool that
attempts to detect
publicly disclosed
vulnerabilities contained
within a project’s
dependencies. It does
this by determining if
there is a Common
Platform Enumeration
(CPE) identifier for a
given dependency. If
found, it will generate a
report linking to the
associated CVE entries.

SOURCE: https://owasp.org/www-project-dependency-check/;
https://itnext.io/owasp-dependency-check-maven-vulnerabilities-java-898a9cf99f5e

For .NET: NuGET Security Vulnerabilities Scanning:
dotnet list package --vulnerable

SOURCE: https://devblogs.microsoft.com/nuget/how-to-scan-nuget-packages-for-security-vulnerabilities/ ;
https://blog.baslijten.com/how-to-use-the-new-dotnet-nuget-security-vulnerabilities-scanning-for-packages-confi
g-and-net-full-framework-in-3-simple-steps/

For Rust Packages and Crates: Rudra
Rudra is a static analyzer to
detect common undefined
behaviors in Rust
programs. It is capable of
analyzing single Rust
packages as well as all the
packages on crates.io.

https://github.com/sslab-gatech/Rudra

For Ruby on Rails: Brakeman
Brakeman is a free vulnerability
scanner specifically designed for
Ruby on Rails applications. It
statically analyzes Rails application
code to find security issues at any
stage of development.

https://brakemanscanner.org/

Source Code Security Analyzers List from NIST

https://www.nist.gov/itl/ssd/software-quality-group/source-code-security-analyzers

Shift-Left: Detect vulnerabilities in Unpackaged
Software
Typically, software is added to
container images and hosts with a
package manager, such as apt,
yum, npm. Prisma Cloud has a
diverse set of upstream
vulnerability data sources covering
many different package managers
across operating systems,
including coverage for Go, Java,
Node.js, Python, and, Ruby
components. Prisma Cloud
typically uses the package
manager’s metadata to discover
installed components and versions,
comparing this data to the data in
the Intelligence Stream’s realtime
CVE feed.

SOURCE:
https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-admin-compute/vulnerability_management/
detect_vulns_unpackaged_software.html ;
https://docs.twistlock.com/docs/compute_edition_21_04/runtime_defense/runtime_defense_containers.html

“Between stimulus and response there is a
space.”
From receiving the security advisory and the
response, there exist a gap. The compromised
npm could have already made it into
Development environment or even worse,
Production, into the containers or VMs
Therefore runtime defense is still a must.

There is still a gap: Between receiving the security
advisory and responding therefore Runtime Defense is
a must
Runtime defense is the set of features that provide predictive protection for
containers and threat based active protection for running containers, hosts
and serverless functions.
Predictive protection includes capabilities like determining when a container
runs a process not included in the origin image or creates an unexpected
network socket.
Threat based protection includes capabilities like detecting when malware is
added to a workload or when a workload connects to a botnet.
SOURCE:
https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-admin-compute/runtime_defense.html

Crypto-Jacking/Crypto miners
Crypto miners are software
used to generate new coins in
cryptocurrencies such as
Bitcoin and Monero. These
can be used legitimately by
individuals; however, in
containerized environments,
they are often executed by
attackers as a means of
monetizing compromised
hosts.
SOURCE:
https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-admin-compute/runtime_defense/incide
nt_types/crypto_miners.html

Full Lifecycle Anti-Malware Identification
Prisma Cloud performs malware
analysis in two places: CI
pipelines leveraging our
command line tool twistcli and in
runtime. In CI pipelines, images
with recognized file hashes are
checked locally against threat
feeds from Prisma Cloud and
WildFire in near-real time.
For unrecognized files, the new
integration takes the suspicious
file and checks them with
WildFire for deeper malware
analysis. WildFire identifies new
and unknown malware through
multiple cloud-based analysis
techniques, including
sandboxing.
SOURCE: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/blog/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-and-wildfire-integration/

Bridgecrew - Automate your infrastructure security from code to cloud:
Streamline cloud security and enforce policies throughout the entire development lifecycle.

https://bridgecrew.io/

In Summary, Vulnerability Management and Runtime
Defense are both needed

An integrated platform such as Prisma® Cloud
delivers automated security for cloud native
infrastructure and applications, integrated with
developer tools - from development to runtime.
SOURCE:
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/cloud/devsecops

Build Secure
Guardrails, not
RoadBlocks or Gates:
Shift Left with GitOps
and integrate Fuzzing
into DevSecOps

What is Gitops? (1/2)
Pioneered in 2017, GitOps is a way to do Kubernetes cluster management and
application delivery. GitOps works by using Git as a single source of truth for
declarative infrastructure and applications.
With GitOps, the use of software agents can alert on any divergence between Git with
what's running in a cluster, and if there's a difference, Kubernetes reconcilers
automatically update or rollback the cluster depending on the case. With Git at the
center of your delivery pipelines, developers use familiar tools to make pull requests to
accelerate and simplify both application deployments and operations tasks to
Kubernetes.

SOURCE: https://www.weave.works/technologies/gitops/

What is Gitops? (2/2)
An operating model for building cloud native applications
GitOps can be summarized as these two things:
1. An operating model for Kubernetes and other cloud native technologies,
providing a set of best practices that unify Git deployment, management
and monitoring for containerized clusters and applications.
2. A path towards a developer experience for managing applications; where
end-to-end CICD pipelines and Git workflows are applied to both
operations, and development.
SOURCE: https://www.weave.works/technologies/gitops/

Using Git as a single source of truth for
declarative infrastructure and applications

SOURCE: https://github.com/weaveworks/awesome-gitops

using Git as a single
source of truth for
declarative infrastructure
and applications,
together with tools
ensuring the actual state
of infrastructure and
applications converges
towards the desired
state declared in Git.
With Git at the center of
your delivery pipelines,
developers can make
pull requests to
accelerate and simplify
application deployments
and operations tasks to
your infrastructure or
container-orchestration
system (e.g.
Kubernetes).

Flux is a set of continuous and progressive delivery solutions for
Kubernetes that are open and extensible.

SOURCE: https://fluxcd.io/

SOURCE: https://github.com/fluxcd/flux2

Flux is a tool
for keeping
Kubernetes
clusters in sync
with sources of
configuration
(like Git
repositories),
and automating
updates to
configuration
when there is
new code to
deploy.

Secure at every step: A guide to DevSecOps, shifting left, and GitOps
What is DevSecOps: Applying DevOps principles to security
Practicing DevSecOps: Shifting left allows development teams to implement controls earlier,
including security controls
Managing security controls consistently: GitOps uses Git as a source of truth for your
environment
GitOps is the system that best supports the ideals laid out in DevOps, and specifically in
DevSecOps.
By using Git, you have a single source of truth for your infrastructure, configurations, and
applications. And by extension, a single process to make changes. You can implement necessary
controls and gates on this process to make sure you meet any security needs you have for your
development pipeline, and having a consistent development process allows you to shift left by
verifying security requirements earlier, at code (or config) check-in, or build time, not just
deployment time.
SOURCE: https://github.blog/2020-08-13-secure-at-every-step-a-guide-to-devsecops-shifting-left-and-gitops/

Incorporating
Fuzzing into your
DevSecOps Pipeline

What is Fuzzing?
Fuzzing is the art of automatic bug detection. The goal of fuzzing is to stress
the application and cause unexpected behavior, resource leaks, or crashes.
The process involves throwing invalid, unexpected, or random data as inputs at
a computer. Fuzzers repeat this process and monitor the environment until they
detect a vulnerability.
Threat actors use fuzzing to find zero-day exploits – this is known as a fuzzing
attack. Security professionals, on the other hand, leverage fuzzing techniques
to assess the security and stability of applications.
SOURCE:
https://www.neuralegion.com/blog/fuzzing/#:~:text=Fuzzing%20is%20the%20art%20of,as%20inputs%20at%20a
%20computer.

Who has
incorporated Fuzzing
into your
DevOps/DevSecOps
Pipeline?

“Google launches open source fuzzing tool to tackle SolarWinds-style
attacks”, “Google open-sources ClusterFuzzLite to secure the Software
Supply Chain”

SOURCE:
https://www.techradar.com/sg/news/google-launches-open-source-fuzzing-tool-to-tackle-solarwinds-style-attacks
https://venturebeat.com/2021/11/11/google-open-sources-clusterfuzzlite-to-secure-the-software-supply-chain/

OSS-Fuzz - https://google.github.io/oss-fuzz/

OSS-Fuzz - https://github.com/google/oss-fuzz
Fuzz testing is a well-known technique for uncovering programming errors in software. Many of
these detectable errors, like buffer overflow, can have serious security implications. Google has
found thousands of security vulnerabilities and stability bugs by deploying guided in-process
fuzzing of Chrome components, and we now want to share that service with the open source
community.
In cooperation with the Core Infrastructure Initiative and the OpenSSF, OSS-Fuzz aims to
make common open source software more secure and stable by combining modern fuzzing
techniques with scalable, distributed execution.
We support the libFuzzer, AFL++, and Honggfuzz fuzzing engines in combination with
Sanitizers, as well as ClusterFuzz, a distributed fuzzer execution environment and reporting
tool.
Currently, OSS-Fuzz supports C/C++, Rust, Go, Python and Java/JVM code. Other languages
supported by LLVM may work too. OSS-Fuzz supports fuzzing x86_64 and i386 builds.

OSS-Fuzz - https://github.com/google/oss-fuzz

Getting Started with OSS Fuzz - https://google.github.io/oss-fuzz/getting-started/new-project-guide/

Continuous Integration with OSS Fuzz https://google.github.io/oss-fuzz/getting-started/continuous-integration/

OSS-Fuzz offers
CIFuzz, a GitHub
action/CI job that
runs your fuzz
targets on pull
requests.

Cloud Infrastructure
Entitlements
Management (CIEM)
“Least privilege: Every program and every user of the system should operate
using the least set of privileges necessary to complete the job.”
- Saltzer and Schroeder in "Basic Principles of Information
Protection," page 9, 1975

What is Cloud Infrastructure Entitlements Management (CIEM)
Complex multi-cloud environments
make enforcing least-privileged
access a challenge due to limited
visibility and inconsistent
entitlements across cloud resources
and service providers. Security and
identity teams need to ensure that all
infrastructure entitlements adhere to
least-privileged access principles.

SOURCE: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/cloud/cloud-infrastructure-entitlement-management

Benefits of Cloud Infrastructure Entitlements Management
(CIEM)
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

CIEM helps businesses manage privileged access across multiple clouds.
CIEM helps enhance productivity with the continuous enforcement of least
privilege at cloud scale.
Security teams workload is reduced with the CIEM lifecycle framework that
allows companies to continuously discover, manage and monitor identity activity
across the cloud.
Incorporating least privilege at cloud scale will reduce the risk of internal and
external breaches.
Companies can understand and mitigate the risks related to excessive
permissions by visualizing present and past activity of human and non-human
identities. This visualization gets companies in front of the problem.
SOURCE: https://cloudknox.io/cloud-infrastructure-entitlement-management/

Why is Cloud
Infrastructure
Entitlements
Management
(CIEM) important?

“Least privilege: Every program and every user of the system should operate using the least set of privileges necessary to
complete the job.”
- Saltzer and Schroeder in "Basic Principles of Information Protection," page 9, 1975

CSPM vs CIEM

SOURCE:
https://www.zscaler.com/blogs/product-insights/ciem-vs-cspm-which-is-better-for-reducing-p
ublic-cloud-risk
https://ermetic.com/news/cspm-vs-ciem-demystifying-two-popular-cloud-security-acronyms/

CSPM, the more established
solution, provides key benefits
including discovery and
identification of cloud
workloads and services,
generation of alerts when new
deployments or changes pose
a risk to the cloud
environment, hosts or
services, and verification that
operational activities are being
performed as expected.
CIEM detects permission gaps
between privileges that are
required and those that should
be removed, graphs and
exposes complex
overprivileged relationships
between identities and roles,
provides policy modifications
that remove cloud access
risks, and detects and alerts
on suspicious access activity,
privilege escalation and data
deletion that may be
associated with credential
theft or abuse.

Stay Safe: Both physically and virtually!
Happy Holidays everyone!

Backup

SECURITY GUIDANCE FOR 5G CLOUD
INFRASTRUCTURES: Prevent and Detect Lateral
Movement
SOURCE:
https://media.defense.gov/2021/O
ct/28/2002881720/-1/-1/0/SECURI
TY_GUIDANCE_FOR_5G_CLOU
D_INFRASTRUCTURES_PART_I
_20211028.PDF

Potential Threat Vectors to 5G Infrastructure

SOURCE:
https://media.defense.gov/2021/May/10/200263775
1/-1/-1/1/POTENTIAL%20THREAT%20VECTORS
%20TO%205G%20INFRASTRUCTURE.PDF

MITRE ATT&CK® for Industrial Control Systems

SOURCE: https://collaborate.mitre.org/attackics/index.php/Main_Pag

0day Exploits "In the Wild" By Google Zero Team

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lkNJ0uQwbeC1ZTRrxdtuPLCIl7mlUre
oKfSIgajnSyY/view

WebAssembly Security Guidelines
Though Each WebAssembly module executes within a sandboxed environment separated from the host runtime using fault
isolation techniques guidelines below must still be followed.
• Follow Best C/C++ Programming Practices: Developers should be aware that WASM is still in the earliest stages of
development, and more problems are likely to be discovered over the next few years. All of the best practices that have been
established for native compilation will be relevant, and should be adhered
to when compiling to WebAssembly. Treat C language security issues just as seriously in WASM as in native code.
• Follow Best C/C++ Programming Practices: Developers should be aware that WASM is still in the earliest stages of
development, and more problems are likely to be discovered over the next few years. All of the best practices that have been
established for native compilation will be relevant, and should be adhered to when compiling to WebAssembly. Treat C language
security issues just as seriously in WASM as in native code.
Use Clang’s CFI When compiling, using Clang’s Control Integrity flag ( -fsanitize=cfi) can prevent some of the function pointer
manipulation issues.
Optimization Enabling the optimizer can remove some of Emscripten’s built-in functions that can be used for exploits involving
function pointer manipulation
SOURCE: https://webassembly.org/docs/security/ ;
https://i.blackhat.com/us-18/Thu-August-9/us-18-Lukasiewicz-WebAssembly-A-New-World-of-Native_Exploits-On-The-Web-wp.pdf ;
https://i.blackhat.com/us-18/Thu-August-9/us-18-Lukasiewicz-WebAssembly-A-New-World-of-Native_Exploits-On-The-Web.pdf

